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Is My Dog Overweight?
One of the best ways to determine if your dog is at a healthy weight is to simply ask your vet.
Even if your vet doesn’t mention your dog’s weight in the examination, feel free to bring it up in
order to identify what weight is appropriate. After you learn your dog’s ideal weight, you should
be sure to keep an eye on it, monitoring it by the week or month in order to be sure that they
stay at a healthy weight. If your dog is small, you can set them on a pet or baby scale, or just
stop by your vet’s office to borrow theirs for a few seconds. Otherwise, you can use your own
standard bathroom scale by simply weighing yourself, then weighing yourself while holding
your dog, and then subtracting your weight from the weight of you both. Be sure to keep in
mind that anywhere from zero to 15% over your dog’s ideal weight is considered overweight,
and anything over 15% is considered obese.
You can also perform a rib test. While you shouldn’t be able to see your dog’s ribs (because that
means they are too thin), you should be able to feel near his spine and easily detect a rib. If you
have difficulty identifying bone, then your dog is likely too fat.
An overweight dog is unhealthy because excess weight tends to lead to other health issues,
such as breathing difficulty, lung issues, sore joints, hip dysplasia, arthritis, skin issues, heart
conditions, high blood pressure, and more problems. Getting your overweight dog to lose
weight is vital to their overall health! But how do you go about that?
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Can Changing To Raw Dog Food Help My Dog Lose Weight?
A big benefit of feeding your dog a raw diet is that raw food is lower in calories (and higher
in nutrients) than commercial dog food. Because raw meat products are more biologically
appropriate, they are also easier for your dog to digest and metabolize.
It is still possible to overfeed with raw food, so be sure to utilize our Dog Food Calculator to decide
how much your fur baby needs every day to stay healthy, lean and energetic.

Other Ideas To Help Your Dog Lose Weight
Similarly to any human diet, the way to lose weight is to have fewer calories coming in and more
calories going out, meaning you should lower your caloric intake and start up some regular
exercise.
You can try portion control for your dog, which is arguably the easiest way to help them lose
weight. Talk to your vet to identify the best portion size for your dog (or use our Dog Food
Calculator), and start feeding them an appropriate amount of food that will supply him with the
nutrients he needs without the calories he doesn’t. Avoid feeding your puppy when he begs for
table scraps, do matter how adorable he is, as this tends to lead to weight gain. Using nutritious
foods in the stead of the cheapest kibble brand available will also help your dog’s health!
On top of regulating your dog’s food, you should work on getting 10 to 15 minutes of regular
exercise every day, even in the form of a simple walk around the park. Getting some regular
motion into your dog’s life will help their health exponentially! If your dog seems up for even
more exercise, try training them at fetch or taking them along on your daily runs. They’ll love it.
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HELP, MY DOG IS OVERWEIGHT!
A common concern for dog owners is keeping your pup at a healthy weight. It can be challenging
to balance your dog’s diet and activity along with everything else that you have going on in life.
And, let’s be honest, it’s nearly impossible to say no to those puppy-dog eyes when he wants just
one more treat!
So your dog isn’t as slim as he once was. How can you help him lose the extra pounds? What’s the
best diet for your dog? How can you help your pup maintain a healthy figure?
Here are some simple tips to help you and your dog safely start on the weight loss journey.

Frequently Asked Questions About Dog Obesity
Q. When is a dog fat?
A. You can easily tell if a dog is overweight by doing a “rib test”. You should be able to feel your
dog’s ribs when you touch them, but they should no be visible on plain site. If you can barely feel
your dog’s ribs or cannot feel them at all, it is likely your dog is overweight.
Q. What makes a dog fat?
A. Overfeeding, not enough exercise, small living space, low-quality food, high-calorie/lownutrient commercial food, too many treats, too many table scraps.
Q. What dog breeds are prone to obesity?
A. Some dog breeds more likely to become obese than others include the Basset Hound, Beagle,
Labrador, Dachshund, Golden Retriever and Newfoundland. However, any dog can become obese.
Q. Will rawhide make my dog fat?
A. Occasional rawhide chews and treats should not make your dog fat. Too much of any treat can
lead to weight gain.
Q. Why is my dog fat all of the sudden?
A. If you dog gains weight suddenly, take them to a vet as soon as possible as this could be a sign
of a serious problem.
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3 Common Doggie Weight Loss Mistakes
It’s hard to know what’s right for your dog, especially if you’re a new dog owner. Here are some
common mistakes that people make when it comes to helping that pup lose weight.
1. Treating Dog Food Calculators As Law
Many food calculators are extremely generalized and don’t take into account all the factors that
go into dieting, such as your dog’s age and activity level. Use the food calculator as a starting point
and then adjust based on your dog’s individual needs.
2. Misreading Hunger Signs
Some dogs will do anything for food, even if they’re not actually hungry. Know your dog and his
dieting needs so that you aren’t fooled by his begging tricks and begin over feeding. If you think
your dog really is getting hungry between meals, try adding green beans into his diet, which can
help him stay fuller longer.
3. Caving Into Peer Pressure
It’s hard to stick to your dog’s diet when your neighbors and friends are constantly giving conflicting
input. Some dogs simply need more or less food than others, and that’s okay. The best rule of
thumb is to check with your vet on your dog’s specific needs. That way you can be sure that your
dog is getting a healthy diet, no matter what your peers have to say about it.
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10 REASONS TO SLIM DOWN YOUR
OVERWEIGHT DOG
Is your pup looking a little more rotund than you would like? Helping your dog slim down isn’t just
a matter of looks- it’s good for your dog’s health, too.
Our reasons for seeking better health and fitness are centered around trying to ensure our quality
of life is robust and we are able to have the energy to take on our challenges and goals for the
coming year and for the years that follow. If you have an overweight dog you can incorporate
your personal health and fitness goals with the fitness needs of your dog to help both of you to
live long and healthy lives. There are many short and long term reasons for slimming down your
overweight dog that will invigorate and strengthen both of your lives.
1. Doggie Obesity is Serious. Like humans
who have obesity issues dogs are more
susceptible to health related issues.
Heart disease, high blood pressure,
joint issues, and sugar diabetes are
among the leading health issues that
can affect the quality and lessen the
lifespan of dogs.
2. Slim Pups are Happy Pups. A dog that
is active and is on a healthy diet has
more energy and enthusiasm and will
have a stronger immune system to
combat the risk of health issues.
3. Healthy Dogs = Healthy Humans. The
energy and enthusiasm that is present
in an active and healthy dog can infuse
energy and joy in their owner.
4. Healthy Bonding is Best. This energy
and joy can be manifested in healthy
activities between the owner and
their dog, such as walking and running
together and other physical activities
that will build health in the owner and
pet and also strengthen their bond
together.
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5. Fun Motivation. These healthy activities will have a positive effect on the emotional well
being of both owner and pet and encourage continued participation.
6. Get Social. Creating an active lifestyle improves the social opportunities between other
owners and their pets and can further improve your perception toward health and fitness.
7. Deepen Your Bond. Your interest and enthusiasm toward creating a fitness related bond with
your dog can encourage other family members to join in and thus improve their health and
also create a more communal family dynamic.
8. Save Yourself- and Your Dog. Emotional and financial hardship associated with health related
issues for yourself and your pet may be lessened and/or avoided by your partnership in a
health related lifestyle.
9. Live Longer. Fat doggies don’t live as long as slim dogs. A longer and more dynamic relationship
with your dog may be realized.
10. Change Your Attitude. A positive relationship toward fitness and good health may be obtained
for the owner and his loyal dog.
Helping your dog slim down is good for both of you in many ways. Being healthy together is one
of the best gifts you can give your dog. Read about 6 Ways to Help Fat Doggies here.
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AM I OVERFEEDING MY DOG?
Obesity in dogs is a serious problem. We all know we shouldn’t feed our dogs table scraps, but
some of us have a hard time holding onto our resolve. But even if you feed your dog high-quality
dog food or make your own dog food, it can be difficult to determine how much food your dog
really needs. If you let him decide how often he eats, he’s be obese in just a few weeks. So how
much food does your dog really need?
If your pup is struggling to reach and maintain an ideal body weight, TruDog can help. Switching
to a lean protein diet, free from grains, fillers, and chemicals can help your dog’s body reach a
healthy state naturally.
Plus, when you add probiotics to your dog’s daily meals, he’ll be able to utilize the nutrients in
his food more effectively, which means his food will be put to use and not just pass through his
system. More nutrient utilization leads to higher energy, better health, less illness, and shedding,
and a happier dog. Low quality dog foods may fill his belly, but they don’t nurture your dog’s
health.
Just like fast food for people, poor dog foods taste yummy but they lead to long-term health
problems like pet obesity.
Deciding on a well-rounded diet for your dog can feel like a complex process when you consider
caloric intake, protein source, dietary requirements, possible allergens, vitamins, minerals,
supplements, fat content and your dog’s individual tastes. TruDog makes it easier to feed your
dog well with prepared freeze dried raw meals in a ready-to-eat form.
FEED ME contains all the raw nutrition your dog’s body needs to get healthy and stay healthy. You
can add in fresh fruits and vegetables for variety and even mix it with your dog’s favorite meals.
Just add water to reconstitute and feed. It’s that easy. FEED ME contains everything necessary for
an AAFCO compliant meal for your dog and is appropriate for all ages, breeds, and sizes of dogs.
Adding PROTECT ME probiotic insures your dog’s digestive system stays in balance for optimal
digestion. The first ever probiotic for dogs with prebiotics and digestive enzymes, PROTECT ME
helps combat yeast overgrowth, sugar and carbohydrate damaged systems, and sluggish digestion.
It’s a must for any dog switched to high-quality diet and those who need to lose weight.
Still have questions about what to feed your dog? Give TruDog a call at (800) 476-8808. We can
help!
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THE TRUTH ABOUT PET OBESITY
According to the Association for Pet Obesity Prevention an estimated 54% of dogs in the United
States are clinically classified as overweight (body condition score of 4) or obese (BCS 5) by their
veterinary healthcare professional.
That means 41.9 million dogs are obese and the consequences of carrying this excess weight
mirrors the health risks in humans. An increase of adipose cells (fat cells) in dogs leads to:
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•

chronic inflammation

•

kidney dysfunction

•

respiratory disorders

•

skin disorders

•

metabolic/endocrine disorders

•

chronic pain

•

impaired digestion

•

reduced immune system response

•

autoimmune disorders

•

and orthopedic disease
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How are our beloved pets getting so overweight?
•

Every time you eat, your dog eats. Yes, we don’t mean to do it but the sad eyes and the
whining just won’t stop. We know it isn’t true, but your dog just acts as if they’ll starve if
they don’t get a little taste of literally whatever is on your plate. We feed them sugary, fatty,
carbohydrate-laden people foods that a dog’s body simply is not built to process.

•

The “Good Boy/Girl” Treat. We love our dogs. They are the good boys and girls that we
believe them to be. Plus think about when you come home from work after leaving them
all day, what’s the first thing you do? We overtreat our babies because we equate their
happiness with food and treats. When we should be giving them belly rubs and verbal
praise, we reach for the treat bag instead.

•

Culture changes. The world has changed. Today’s pet parents have options, but that isn’t
always a good thing. We choose to spend more time on cell phones, computers, tablets,
and televisions than we do taking the dog for a walk.

•

TERRIBLE FOOD. Most commercial dog food is high in calories, carb saturated and sprayed
with fats, oils, minerals and vitamins lost in the high-heat cooking process. They start
with inferior 4D (dead, dying, diseased, or destroyed) meats like roadkill, slaughterhouse
leftovers not fit for human consumption, and laboratory animals. And then leach out
whatever nutrients these poor meats contain with high heat processing. Most pet foods
rely on grains, sugar, salt, fillers, and artificial ingredients to fill your dog’s belly…. you know,
all those things that your doctor tells you to cut back on for better health. Gearing your
dog’s diet to a raw or species appropriate one can work wonders for your dog’s health and
weight.

While it’s all in good fun to watch social media videos of the “fat dog” or “lazy dog” remember
that it’s just as unhealthy for your dog to be overweight as it is for you. The only one who can
make sure your dog is in the best health they can be is you. Your voice is their choice- good or bad.
Overweight dogs may be adorable, but as a pet parent, it’s also scary. As little as an extra five
pounds in a large dog can put your fur baby at risk for serious medical conditions and a shorter
lifetime. That’s why it’s so important to manage our pets’ weight well.
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Over 50% of our pets are obese, and obesity is directly related to medical conditions such as:
•

diabetes

•

organ damage

•

heart disease

•

autoimmune disorders

•

respiratory disease

•

allergies

•

high blood pressure

•

joint damage

•

cancer

•

early death

•

liver dysfunction

The simple truth is that overweight dogs don’t live as long as pups who are of normal weight.
That’s why it’s so important to get your dog’s current weight down to an ideal weight and help
him maintain his weight loss. But that can be hard to do with today’s diet of pet “fast foods”
processed at high heat and devoid of substantial nutrients. Add to the problem additional health
considerations like kidney failure, diabetes, and allergies and you’ve got a real dilemma. What can
you feed a dog with such complex problems?
The first step is to visit your veterinarian for personal advice on the dos and don’ts of helping your
dog lose weight safely.
Do your research, and consider feeding your furbaby a hypoallergenic, species appropriate raw
dog food like TruDog’s FEED ME turkey to provide all the nutrients he needs in a lean meal with
a taste he’ll love.
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WHAT THEY EAT CAN AFFECT DOG’S
BEHAVIOR
Think about it.
Fido is running around crazy, and doesn’t seem like he
is going to ever calm down and take a snooze. He is
jumping from couch to chair to bed and chasing his
own tail.
You look around trying to decide what it is that made
him go crazy?
Could it be what you fed him for dinner?
Diet for dogs: Sugar and carbs can make dogs hyper
Just like what humans eat can play a role in how we act,
what your dog(s) eats can contribute to his behavior
and mental well-being.
According to a study done in 2006 by the National
Research Council of the National Academy of Science’s,
the same rules apply to pet parents of canines that
apply to parents of human children. Don’t feed your
dogs sugar. The less sugar you feed them, the better.
Too much sugar can not only lead to physical health
issues for dogs like obesity and diabetes, but also can
lead to attention deficit disorder in dogs.
Yes, there is such a thing. The same study from the
NRC revealed that carbohydrates are not necessary to
include in a dog’s daily diet.
Always check the labels of all dog food. In most cases,
dog foods contain as high as 75 percent carbohydrates,
i.e. corn or grain. Both of these ingredients are easy to
access and cheap but they aren’t what your dog would
choose to eat naturally. Your dog’s body has difficulty
digesting these ingredients. Meat-based dog foods
like TruDog’s FEED ME offer a better balance of what
is required to help your dog(s) stay healthy.
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Diet for dogs: No fake ingredients recommended
When reading labels on dog food packages, you will notice that many companies add artificial
coloring and preservatives which can lead to hyperactivity.
Dogs can’t take too much sugar or protein in their diet
Veterinarians recommend not purchasing products with the following ingredients:
•

artificial flavorings

•

additives

•

animal by-products

•

artificial preservatives

•

and possible allergenic glutens

There are all-natural foods available.
Consider switching to all-natural alternatives to processed kibbles, treats, and supplements.
With an all-natural diet, you will be able to figure out what could cause potential problems by
eliminating different foods. These foods offer fresh meats, vegetables, and vitamins.

Diet for dogs: Balancing the proteins
As with humans, protein is essential to good health for dogs. With anything though, moderation
is important. Too much protein can cause behavioral issues in one dog while in another, there is
no effect. Decreasing protein can help improve some behaviors.

Keep Moving
Dogs can benefit from an active lifestyle.
Exercise is good for us all – humans and dogs. Consistent exercise can provide many health benefits
that include keeping your pet healthy and flexible. A long walk can help eliminate excess energy. A
walk can calm a dog down, reduce excitability and help the dog get a good rest at bedtime.
Owning a dog is not just something you should take lightly. Dogs depend on us for food, shelter
and much more. Dogs depend on us to maintain their health, and watch their diets. Dog ownership
is a responsibility.
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FACTS & MYTHS ABOUT “GRAIN
FREE” DOG FOOD
One of the main issues with commercial dog foods is that they are made up mostly grain, rather
than what your dog really needs: meat! As more people are becoming aware of this nutritional
mistake, grain free dog food has become more and more popular in recent years.
But is grain free dog food really a better option for your pup? What are the essential ingredients
your dog should be getting in his diet? How do you know you’re making the best nutrition choices
for your pet? What’s the truth about grain free dog food? What the best dog food out there?
There’s a lot of conflicting information out there, and while some of it is fact, a lot of it is simply
myth. So I’ve decided to clear the air a little bit in regards to your dog’s dieting needs.

Grain Replaced With Something Worse
While you definitely want to keep grain out of your dog’s diet as much as possible, many
commercial grain free dog foods are just as bad if not worse than dog foods that are full of grain.
In order to create a food that is sticky enough to form into dry pieces of kibble, you need some
sort of starch. So if you’re finding grain free dog food options in the dry-food isle you can be
assured that it’s still packed full of some other type of carbohydrate, which is simply something
your dog can do without.

Digestive Issues Anyone?
A common grain alternative that manufacturers use in their dry dog food are legumes. This
includes pea products, chickpeas, lentils, sweet potatoes and tapioca. Some of these ingredients
are just fine for your dog when served fresh, raw, or frozen. But dried? Not so much.
Legumes are high in fiber, iron, folate, and complex carbohydrates. But the worst issue by far
is the presence of phytates and lectins. Phytates are substances that carnivores (like your furry
friend) simply can’t break down, and lectins are known to contribute to digestive issues and leaky
gut. Sound like something you want to put into your doggie’s bowl? No thank you!
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Aren’t Dogs Omnivores?
But if dogs can eat meats as well as plants, that should make them omnivores, not carnivores. So
grain shouldn’t be a problem for my dog right? Just one peek into your dog’s mouth to examine
his teeth is proof enough that this is a complete myth. Dogs share 99% of their DNA with wolves;
your pup is definitely a carnivore!
But dogs have evolved and adapted over time to eat human foods and plants, right? That’s
another big fat no! Dogs can survive eating grains and plants, but they really can’t thrive on this
diet. Their bodies just aren’t biologically built for much of a veggie or grain based diet. In fact, a
failure to provide your pet with an adequate meat-based diet is one of the main reasons that so
many dogs suffer from disease.

How To Feed Your Dog Veggies
Wait, but I thought dogs shouldn’t be eating veggies or fruits since they are carnivores? Yes,
it’s a little confusing. But just as there are dangers of feeding your dog too many plant-based
ingredients, there are also risks that come with feeding your dog straight meat.
Meat is essential to your dog’s diet because it contains essential amino acids and proteins that
plants just don’t have. However, plants can offer certain antioxidants and vitamins that muscle
meats can’t provide. The secret to this is to feed your dog a small amount of fresh fruits and
vegetables, not anything processed or dried.

The Dangers Of Carbohydrates
That’s right, a large reason that commercial dog foods are so unhealthy for dogs is because of
the carbohydrate content. Your dog is a carnivore, which means that he simply doesn’t have a
carbohydrate requirement. Loading him up with carbs, which his body isn’t naturally made to
deal with, is just going to cause issues.
It seems that dog food companies are aware of this fact, because many manufacturers tend
to leave off the carb content from their labels so as to not “confuse” dog owners with excess
information. Unfortunately, this means just a bit more research on your end to find a dog food
with as little carb content as possible.

16
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Carbs Equal Sugar Equal Disease
The other issue with carbohydrates is that your dog’s digestive system breaks them down into
sugars. While this may give your dog some temporary energy, the sugar content leads to other
issues down the road.
Sugar causes an insulin release, just as it does in your own body. This causes the blood sugar
to drop, which in turn releases cortisol. Just as this process can lead to diabetes and obesity in
a human body, it can do the same thing for your dog. These conditions can also lead to other
diseases and issues for your dog later in life.

Where Does Fiber Come In?
One common argument as to why dogs need grain is that grain provides fiber, which can help
prevent digestive issues. Yes, fiber is essential in preventing constipation or other digestive issues,
but grain-filled dry kibble isn’t the source of fiber that your dog needs. That’s like saying that you
need to eat more chocolate chip cookies in order to get that much needed fiber.
Many dogs who suffer with poor stool quality, diarrhea, gassiness, GI inflammation, and other
digestive issues have allergies or sensitivities to their food ingredients. A lack of fiber just isn’t
the issue. However, if your dog is in need of more fiber in their diet, turning to fruits and veggies
should do the trick, rather than grains.

Vets Aren’t Nutritional Experts!
The unfortunate truth is that most veterinarians aren’t trained in dog nutrition, or any nutrition
for that matter. Any education they do receive on this subject in veterinary school is sponsored
and provided by the commercial dog food manufacturers themselves, who are just trying to sell
their product!
If you’re wondering why your veterinarian is advocating grain-filled dog foods, or discouraging
raw “people foods” for your dog (even though many are healthy and appropriate for your pet),
it’s likely because he simply doesn’t know any better.
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What Should I Do Now?
So if we’ve ruled out dog foods with grain, without grain, with veggies, and without veggies, and
even advice from the trusted vet, what is there left to do?
Don’t be discouraged! There is hope for your dog and his diet. Try these three simple steps to get
you started on the right track.
1. Know The Ingredients
The first step to assuring that your dog has a nutritious diet is to know the ingredients that
you’re feeding him. Get into the habit of checking the ingredients list on your dog food before
you purchase, and definitely before you put it into fluffy’s bowl. As a rule of thumb, if you can’t
pronounce or aren’t familiar with any ingredient on the list, it’s not something you should be
feeding your dog.
2. Go Raw
The best way to provide high quality ingredients to your dog is to give him a raw diet. Raw meats,
veggies and fruits, right from the same isles that you shop in for yourself! However, keeping
up a well-balanced raw diet can be a challenge, and that’s completely understandable. This is
where TruDog can come to the rescue! These raw, freeze dried, high quality ingredients will not
only provide your dog with just the nutrients he needs lead a healthy life, but in a way that’s
convenient for you!
3. A Balanced Diet
Remember, diets that are solely meat based or solely plant based are equally dangerous. Make
sure that your dog gets a good balance of muscle meat, bones, and organs, veggies and fruits.
Just like you need a variety of different foods and nutrients, your dog needs this kind of balance
in his diet as well.
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Frequently Asked Questions About Grain Free Dog Food
Q. What are the benefits of grain free dog food?
A. Since grains on a general level don’t provide your dog with the nutrient quality they need to
thrive, providing them the best rated dog food that’s grain free and actually filled with ingredients
they can really benefit from can help their energy to increase, their focus to improve, their
digestion to be boosted, their immunity to strengthen and more.
Q. Will grain free dog food help with allergies?
A. Sometimes dogs can have a sensitivity to certain grains and if this is the case, then feeding your
dog grain free dog food can help with allergic reactions they may be experiencing from grains. If
you’re wondering whether your dog has a grain allergy or not, be sure to consult your vet.
Q. Does grain free dog food cause constipation?
A. If you are transitioning your dog to eating a new, grain free dog food diet, then there might be
a few signs of digestive discomfort as their body adjusts to the new way of eating, this is normal.
However, is signs of constipation persist, maybe consider consulting your vet.
Q. Is there any risk with grain free dog food?
A. There are some grain free dog food brands that the FDA has speculated may be contributing to
heart disease, mainly because of the ingredients companies will choose to replace common grain
ingredients with (such as legumes, lentils, etc). If you are feeding your dog a raw food diet like the
one we at TruDog offer, then you can easily avoid these unnecessary, troublesome replacement
ingredients.
Q. What grain free dog food is best?
A. Here at Trudog, we highly recommend transitioning your dog to a raw food diet. It takes care of
their grain free needs and gets them the best and most natural ingredients possible to help them
and their health be at their best.

No Grain, No Brainer!
It turns out doggie dieting is a whole lot more than just a question of grain or no grain. The good
news is, you don’t have to slave over commercial dog food labels trying to decipher them ever
again! It’s a no brainer. Raw, fresh foods are just what your dog needs to keep him healthy and
happy for the rest of his life.
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How to Help Overweight Dogs
There are a few easy steps you can take to help your dog shed a few pounds:
1. Go for more walks
2. Cut back on portions and snacks
3. No more table scraps
4. Don’t use “junk food” as treats
5. Change to a healthier pet food
But what do you do when your dog is still not reaching a healthy weight despite your best efforts?
Sometimes, your dog’s weight problems really aren’t an issue of eating too much and moving too
little.
Sometimes, it’s a digestive or metabolic problem, and it’s more common than you might think.
Your dog’s body is naturally designed to eat nutrient-rich foods he could find on his own, like prey
animals. It’s gross, but that’s how his body is made.
But what happens when your dog’s body is provided a steady diet of “leftover” protein scraps,
starches, grains, vegetable scraps, chemicals, preservatives, and non-nutritive substances cooked
at high temperatures to make the food shelf-stable?
His body often can’t identify that potato chip, that bite of sugary dessert, or even his “pet food”
as a nutrition and it doesn’t know how to process it- so it stores it as fat.
Plus, most commercial pet foods are processed at such high temperatures, all nutrients that may
have been in the ingredients to begin with are lost during processing.
He’s left with food that fills his belly but fails to nourish his body.
And to make matters even worse, that steady diet of processed foods leads to a compounding
problem for his entire body. Sugars, starches, carbohydrates, yeasts, and non-nutritive substances
encourage the overgrowth of yeast and “bad bacteria” in his digestive system. Over time, the
normal bacteria necessary for proper digestion are killed off by competing bacteria and yeast and
your dog loses the ability to properly digest his food. He simply isn’t equipped with the digestive
enzymes necessary to process his meals. So even if does eat a healthy, species appropriate meal,
his body can’t put those nutrients to use the way nature intended.
As time goes on, your dog’s body becomes compromised and is unable to take care of itself which
can result in cancer, obesity, joint problems, leaky gut syndrome, yeast overgrowth, allergies,
hotspots, skin problems, infections, and metabolic disorders like diabetes. And all of these
conditions can contribute to further pet obesity.
It’s a vicious cycle.
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You Are What You Eat (So is Your
Dog)
The old adage, “You are what you eat” really is true. If your dog eats unhealthy foods, he becomes
unhealthy himself. And dogs really aren’t meant to eat the same things we do.
So how do we break the cycle?
You’ve probably heard about probiotics (or even prebiotics) for people and how important they
are for your own digestive health.
Your dog needs probiotics, too- maybe even more so than his human parents.
Pre- and probiotics help replenish the digestive enzymes your dog needs to properly digest his
food. And when the “good” enzymes flourish, there’s little left over for the bad bacteria and
overgrowth yeast that can lead to so many health problems. Experts tell us that a normal balance
of 80% good bacteria to 20% yeast is an ideal number, which can be hard to achieve without
supplementation, especially if your dog’s digestive system is currently unbalanced.
These special enzymes are crucial to a healthy digestive system, and a healthy digestive system is
necessary to help your dog achieve and maintain a healthy weight.
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The Raw Diet
WATCH THIS VIDEO BEFORE READING ON!
The biggest benefit of giving your dog a raw diet is that raw food is lower in calories than commercial
dry food. Many overweight dogs will drop to their optimal weight on a raw diet because they are
better able to process the nutrients rather than simply fattening up on unnecessary ingredients.
Along with weight loss assistance, raw food has many other benefits to it. Raw dog foods will help
improve your furry friend’s digestion, teeth and gum health, immune system, vitality, and overall
behavior.
However, keep in mind that it is still very possible to overfeed your dog on a raw food diet. You can
use this calculator to find out how much your dog should eat every day, and then adjust where
necessary.

Other Amazing Weight Loss Tips
In addition to switching your dog to a raw foods diet, here are some other tips that may prove
helpful on the weight loss journey.
1. Green Tripe
Just like any human starting out on a new diet, you may notice some changes in your dog’s
behavior at the beginning. If you notice that he is lose energy or seems a little down, it’s possible
that he’s not getting enough nutrients. Green tripe is extremely rich in enzymes, nutrients, and
gastric juices, and will be the perfect boost that your doggie needs during his dieting transition.
2. Coconut Oil
Adding coconut oil to your dog’s meals is another great weight loss trick. Coconut oil contains
medium chain triglycerides (or MCTs) which support a healthy thyroid, increases energy, improves
metabolism, and promotes weight loss.
3. Weigh Your Food
It’s easy to get into the habit of just eyeballing how much food your dog is getting. But if you really
want to see your pup gain back his gorgeous figure, make sure you weigh everything that he eats.
And don’t forget to keep track of his treats as well!
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Get On The TruDog Weight
Control System
1. Replenish his or her healthy digestive enzymes with PROTECT ME
2. Switch to a species-appropriate raw diet like FEED ME
3. Go for more walks (SCOOP ME will help)
4. Supplement his or her omega oil levels with COMPLETE ME
5. Stop giving table scraps and calorie-laden treats and try TREAT ME instead
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Learn More About TruDog’s Nutritional
Products Today!
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